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1. Introduction. Let A be a bounded operator on an infinite dimensional

Hubert space H. A point λ on the boundary dσ(A) of the spectrum σ(A)

of A will be called proper if there is a bounded sequence {\k} of points in the

resolvent set p(A) of A such that

( 1 ) | | ( λ Λ - λ ) ( λ , - ^ Π | - > 1 .

Examples of proper boundary points of the spectrum are easily given.

1. If IλI =||-41|, then λ is a proper boundary point.

2. If λ in σ(A) is a boundary point of the numerical range of A> then it

is a proper boundary point.

3. If λ in σ(A) is a boundary point of a spectral set X for A and there

is a sequence {\k} in the complement of X such that

( 2 ) | λ * - λ | / < / ( λ * , X ) - l ,

then λ is a proper boundary point (here d(zs X) denotes the distance from z

t o Z ) .

4. If A is seminormal, λ is a boundary point of σ(A) and there is a

sequence of points in ρ(A) satisfying (2) with X=σ(A), then λ is a proper

boundary point.

We shall verify these statements later. We shall also prove the following

theorem and give several applications.

Theorem 1. If λ is a proper boundary point of σ{A)i then for each

bounded sequence {xn} in H we have

(3) (A-\)xM-»0 iff (A*-X)xn^0.

The theorem generalizes results of Putnam [1], Saito [2], Sz-Nagy, Foias

[3], Schreiber [4] and others. The proof will be given in the next section.

Now we shall give some consequences and applications. The essential spectrum

of A is defined as

σe(A) = Π σ(A+K).
K compact
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Theorem 2. If λ is a proper boundary point of σ(A) and it is also in the

essential spectrum of A, then there is an orthonormal sequence {φn} in H such that

( 4 ) (A-\)φn^0 and (A*-J)φH-+O.

Proof. If λ is in the essential spectrum of A, then either A—λ is not a

Fredholm operator or its index is not 0 ([5, p. 180]). The latter case cannot

occur, since λ is a boundary point of the spectrum. Hence there is an ortho-

normal sequence satisfying at least one of the statements in (4). By Theorem

1, it must satisfy both.

Corollary 3. If λ is a proper boundary point of the spectrum of A and it

is not isolated, then there is an orthonormal sequence satisfying (4).

Proof. By [6, Theorem 2.12] or by [7, Theorem 1], a nonisolated boundary

point of the spectrum must be in the essential spectrum. Apply Theorem 2.

We now give some applications suggested by the work of Putman [7].

Corollary 4. Let A be a bounded operator in H having at least one proper

boundary point of σ(A) in the essential spectrum. Then the operator

( 5 ) C = A*A-AA*

has 0 in its essential spectrum.

Proof. Let λ be one such point. By Theorem 2 there is an orthonormal

sequence such that (4) holds. Since

C = (A*-*)(A-\)-(A-\)(A*-X),

we see that Cφn-+0. Thus 0 is in the essential spectrum of C.

Corollary 5. If A has at least one non-isolated proper boundary point of

its spectrum, then 0 is in the essential spectrum of the operator C given by (5).

Proof. Use Corollary 3.

Corollary 6. If every boundary point of the spectrum of A is proper, then

C has 0 in its essential spectrum.

Proof. If not all of the boundary points of <r(A) are isolated, the result

follows from Corollary 5. If they are, then the spectrum of A consists of only a

finite number of points. At least one of these points must be in the essential

spectrum of A (if H is infinite dimensional). Now apply Corollary 4.

Corollary 7. Suppose every boundary point of the spectrum of A is proper,

and put A=L-\-iM, where L and M are self adjoint. Then σ(L) [resp. σ(M)]

contains the projection of σ(A) on the x [resp, y] axis.
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Proof. Suppose λ is a boundary point of σ(A). Then there is a sequence
of unit vectors satisfying one of the statements in (3). By Theorem 1 it satisfies
both. Since L= $(A+A*), we see that (L—Re X)xn->0. Thus ReX is in the
spectrum of L. If λ is an interior point, then there is a boundary point Xλ such
that Re(X — X1)=0. We use the point Xλ in place of λ. A similar proof works
forM.

2. The proofs. Let us first verify that the points described in section 1
are proper. Consider the first statement. By rotating we may assume X= \\A\\.
For ί > λ , we have | | (*-.4>/| |>(*-λ) |M|. Hence | | (*-,4)-Ί |<l/(*-λ) .

Similar reasoning gives the second case. Since the numerical range W(A)
of A is convex, it is contained on one side of line L going through λ. Let z
be any point on the other side of L such that z—X is orthogonal to it. Thus
I z—X I is the distance d(zy W{A)) from z to W(A). We know in general that

\\(z-A)-*\\<lld(z,W(A))

holds for any z not in the closure of W(A). This shows that

holds for z on the other side of L. This proves the assertion for the second

case.
If X, is a spectral set for A, then

(7) IKs-^ΠI^l/φr,*)

holds for all z not in X. If there is a sequence in the complement of X such
that (2) holds, then we see that (1) holds for the same sequence.

If A is seminormal, then (7) holds for X=σ(A). Apply the same reason-
ing.

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume λ = 0 , and set Wk=Xk(Xk—A)'1,
Then (1) says

( 8 ) \\Wk\\->ί.

Now

I-Wk = (x.-Aχx.-Ay'-X^X.-A)-1 = -Afa-A)-1.

Thus

\\(I-Wk)x\\*=\\x\\*-2Ile(x, Wkx)+\\Whx\\2

= 2Re(x, [I-Wk]x)+\\Wkx\\2-\\x\\2

= -2Re(A*x, (x.-A

< \\2A*x\\ IKλ^-^ΠI I
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Now assume that \\xH\\ <K and that | \k\ <M. Let £>O be given. Take k so

large that

\\Wk\\2-l<Sl2R2K2

 y

where JR=Λf+||-4||. Then fix k. If A*xn->0, we can find an JV so large that

\\A^xn\\<SjAKR2\\{Xk-A)-% n>N.

These last inequalities imply

\\{I-Wk)xn\\2<εlR\ n>N.

Now

\\Axn\\2 = \\(λk-A)(I-Wk)xn\\2<£, n>N.

This shows that Axn -^ 0. A symmetrical argument shows the converse, that

Axn-+0 implies A*xn->0. This comples the proof.
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